Abstract. We present two rules, one of which is equivalent to linear programming, for obtaining consequence inequalities from systems of linear inequalities in which each variable is restricted to being zero or one.
A zero-one problem is a system of inequalities (s) alax + a12x2 +" + a lnXn > A am ax -I-am2x2 +" + amnXn --Am in which each xi is restricted to being either zero or one. An inequality (I) t,x, >--R is said to be validfor (S) if every (xa," ", x,) e {0, 1}" satisfying (S) satisfies (I). In particular, if there are no (xl, , x,) satisfying (S) any inequality is valid.
(I) can be linearly deduced from (S) iff there are 01,'", 0,,_->0 and ya,'" ", y --> 0 such that Y. aO y <--t, 1 <--_ <--_ n, j=l and ,AO-y>--_R.
Any inequality linearly deduced from (S) is valid for (S). If (I) is linearly deduced from (S) we can obtain (I) by adding together nonnegative multiples of the inequalities of (S), the inequalities -x _->-1, and the inequalities x _-> 0 using multipliers 0, yi, and t -(Y'.= aO-y) respectively. The converse does not hold:
for example if (S) consists of the single inequality x _>-1/2, X _-> 1 is valid but cannot be linearly deduced from (S).
We give a second method of deducing valid inequalities from previous ones.
With appropriate apologies, we call it the nameless rule.
Nameless rule. For 1 =<M-<_ n, if
tax + tzX2 +" q-rXM +" + tx, >--T, are both valid for (S) then so is (C) tax + tEX +" + (r + P-T)XM +" + t,x, >--P. Jx, Jz, the induction hypothesis implies there are J, J as above, each of which can be deduced from (S). We add a multiple of -Xl _->-1 to one of the inequalities to insure that the coefficient of xl is the same in both. The nameless rule then yields (I) with A max (A1,/X2). Q.E.D.
